
Mapping



“Maps are not copies; they are projections”

Mapping it Out,  Ed. Hans Ulrich Obrist (2014) - p7

“Projections are not neutral, natural or ‘given’; they are constructed, 
configured, underpinned by various - and quite arbitrary - conventions.”



Mercator projection of the world between 82°S and 82°N.  (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mercator_projection_SW.jpg)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mercator_projection_SW.jpg


What does the Mercator mode of projection privilege?
#zenithal 
#gnomonic 
#stereographic 
#orthographic 
#globular 
#conical 
#cylindrical 
#sinusoidal 



Geography:
  
First coined by Eratosthenes (c. 276 BCE to c. 195 BCE), 
in Greek it literally means "writing about the earth."



A stone tablet found in a cave in Abauntz in the Navarra region of northern Spain is believed to contain the earliest known representation of a landscape.



Ptolemy's world map, reconstituted in the 15th century from Ptolemy's Geography (~150AD), indicating "Sinae" (China) at the extreme right, 
beyond the island of "Sri Lanka" (Ceylon, oversized) and the "Aurea Chersonesus" (Southeast Asian peninsula).



Abu Abdullah Muhammad al-Idrisi al-Qurtubi al-Hasani as-Sabti. 1154. The Nuzhat al-mushtāq fi'khtirāq al-āfāq Idrisi



Polynesian Stick Chart - navigational (nautical) map



Carved wooden coastal charts (shoreline mapping) by Greenland Inuit



Colonisation, War, And Tourism 







Map of Scandinavia, in Lucas Janszoon Waghenaer, ‘Den Nieuwen Spieghel der Zeevaert’ (Amsterdam, 2015)



Pan Inuit Trails, cited in Michael Bravo, 'The Postcolonial Arctic', Moving Worlds Vol 15(2) pp93-110 (Leeds; Singapore, 2015)



“A Balloon Prospect from Above the Clouds” from Thomas Baldwin’s “Airopaidia.”   
  (https://archive.org/details/Airopaidia00Bald)   

https://archive.org/details/Airopaidia00Bald


What is the purpose of a map?



…

Some mapping project examples



Carte storiche by Enzo Mari (1976) 



Ecocide in Indonesia, Forensic Architecture (http://www.forensic-architecture.org/case/ecocide-indonesia/)  



Super-Duper Helter-Skelter Lego-World, by RAQS Media Collective (2010) 



Product Space, by César Hidalgo (2007) 



A new world population cartogram with topography, Benjamin D Hennig (2013) - http://www.viewsoftheworld.net/?p=4694 

http://www.viewsoftheworld.net/?p=4694


OMA Atlas Project (http://oma.eu/projects/amo-atlas)

http://oma.eu/projects/amo-atlas


OMA Atlas Project (http://oma.eu/projects/amo-atlas)

http://oma.eu/projects/amo-atlas


OMA Atlas Project (http://oma.eu/projects/amo-atlas)

http://oma.eu/projects/amo-atlas


FRAY FOAM HOME by Andrés Jaque Architects (2010) - https://vimeo.com/13820022

https://vimeo.com/13820022


FRAY FOAM HOME by Andrés Jaque Architects (2010) 

https://vimeo.com/13820022

https://vimeo.com/13820022


Electromagnetic Propaganda, by Bureau d’Etudes (2010) - https://bureaudetudes.org/2015/04/20/electromagnetic-propaganda-2010/



Nutrition FAQ´s

Nutrition FAQ diagrams summarize the scientific 
literature, nutrient cycles, and relationships 
discussed in the Cookbook, enabling a citation-
free text while at the same time maintaining high 
standards of evidence and pointing to the research 
directly. 

Nutrition FAQs diagrams are complemented 
by real-time versions published online and are 
updated daily with any new publications and 
real-time data (using a combination of RSS feeds, 
sphiders, and hard coded in Scriptographer). 
Further, the Nutrition FAQ visual provides an 
ongoing aggregator akin to a Dow Jones/ NASDAQ 
of x-species ecological performance. Though 
nutrition FAQs are not reducible to a single metric, 
they are comparable to financial indicators in 
that they are most interesting when readers are 
invested in the system, whether what’s at stake is 
their own pension fund, water quality, or endocrine 
disruptor levels. 

Natalie Jeremijenko Ooz (2011) - http://www.nyu.edu/projects/xdesign/ooz/ 



 

Manual of Architectural Possibilities (2009 - ) - http://www.maparchitects.dk/page-templates/mappublication/ 

https://vimeo.com/13820022


Manual of Architectural Possibilities (2009 - ) 

 

https://vimeo.com/13820022


Links: 

*  The ‘Balloon Maps’ That Aided Exploration, War, And Tourism: https://www.atlasobscura.com/
articles/the-balloon-maps-that-aided-exploration-war-and-tourism 

* 12 Maps That Changed the World: https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2013/12/12-
maps-that-changed-the-world/282666/ 

* Indigenous mapping: http://archive.li/kOwAH#selection-437.0-439.36 
* Rediscovering the World’ by Benjamin D Hennig: https://link.springer.com/book/

10.1007%2F978-3-642-34848-8#about 

https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/the-balloon-maps-that-aided-exploration-war-and-tourism
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